Parkinson's disease (PD) is a movement disorder, mainly affecting population consisting of the aged. PD occurs chiefly due to progressive loss of dopaminergic neurons in nigrostriatal pathway. Largely, PD patients suffer from non-motor symptoms, such as depression, anxiety, fatigue, and sleep disorders, that needs further investigation and addressing during PD research. Depression in PD is a predominant and complex symptom, and its pathology exists extrinsic to the nigrostriatal system. This disease can ultimately be managed by a combination of regular physiotherapy and proper medication. Taking together the present scenario of PD, including the nature of disease, characteristics, treatment, diagnosis of the patients with PD, these outcomes were reviewed to be explored along with many speech-based solutions to PD in this study. This neurodegenerative disorder needs advancement in research and development which can help patients with PD to lead a normal life. (www.actabiomedica.it)
Introduction
Parkinson's disease (PD) is a chronic disorder of the central nervous system with symptoms appearing gradually with the increase in age. PD was first described by James Parkinson in 1817 and he explained in an essay titled as "shaking palsy". In the late nineteenth century, the description of the disease was further refined by Charcot based on the cardinal clinical features (1) .
Loss of nerve cells in the brain leading to PD is known as substantia nigra. These nerve cells make up the neurochemical messenger of dopamine, which is responsible for all messages that coordinate normal movement. The lack of dopamine in a PD patient's brain cells, leads to motor complications and the progress turns out to be slow, gradually expanding over years. Commonly occurring cardinal motor symptoms in PD patients, includes resting Tremor, Rigidity Akinesia and Postural instability (TRAP) (4) . Assessment of PD manifestations are done using foot pressure analysis, finger motion analysis and the Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) are (5) . Treatment options for PD patients are limited and primarily focussed to reduce the disease symptoms (6) . PD is the second most common motor disorder next to Alzheimer's disease (AD). In near future, this disease will in course occupy a dominant place in research, due to its treatment modality and medical expenditures involved (7) . Recently, researchers have been focussing on the non-motor symptoms (NMS) of PD which are not documented and thereby ineffectively cured through physicians. Non-motor symptoms (NMS) include depression, social phobias, low blood pressure, apathy, loss of sense of smell, fear and anxiety, panic attacks, which are due to the mild lesions of the meso-limbic and meso-cortical pathways (8) . PD patients generally are seen to have NMS,observed much before motor symptoms, and it would really help if we recognize these symptoms as a part of PD symptoms and address to it. It is hard to choose the right medication and treatment as PD patients with NMS do not respond to medication prescribed for NMS (9) . Stress is considered to be another cause of PD, but the mechanism is still unknown (10) . Various studies have concluded that stress induced neural effects are progressive to various neurodegenerative diseases, including Alzheimer's disease, Huntington's disease and Parkinson's disease. Psychological stress in humans due to depression, anxiety and impaired cognition is the primary cause orf PD. About 40-50% of all PD cases are caused due to depression (11) and it has been reported that acute or chronic stress might lead to an earlier onset of this disease (12) (13) (14) . Recently Hemmerle et al. (2014) , demonstrated that chronic stress-induced depression potentially impairs the behavioral dysfunction and dopaminergic degeneration of nigrostriatal system, rather than neurotoxin-induced neurodegeneration.
Epidemiology
PD normally affects about 1-2% of the world population, where the estimated incidence rate is found to be 20/100,000 and approximate prevalence rate is about 150/100,000. The current estimation shows 1.5 million people being affected by this disease in US (2, 3) . Men are one and half times more prone to have this disease. European survey reported the rate of prevalence between 100 and 200 per 100,000 inhabitants (59) . In Norwegian Park West survey, they calculated the age-standardized incidence to be 12.6 per 100,000 (60) . Most studies reported the incidence of PD to be more common in rural population (61) . Overall male to female ratio was found to be 1.58 based on published prevalence studies, reported by the Norwegian Park West.
Etiology
Till date the etiology of PD is not well understood. Modern experimental models of PD involving neuropathologic investigations, genetic analysis and epidemiologic studies have tried to elucidate the detailed disease condition of PD (53) (54) (55) (56) (57) (58) . Interestingly, researchers are focussing on genes linked to PD consisting of 10 distinct loci which is responsible for the expression of this disease condition.
Risk factors
The two types of risk factors include genetic and non-genetic risk factors. There is no reverse linkage between smoking and this disease and also consumption of coffee was found to decrease the risk of PD. Even the dietary factors like fatty acids and antioxidants are under investigation. A presence of genetic mutation is stipulated to show a risk for developing PD (62) . A recent study has also showed some results where risk of PD was increased after a stroke. Thus, ischemia plays a role in the development of cognitive decline (65) .
Neuropathology
Gliosis and cell loss in nigrostriatal neurons are interestingly the gold standard for the diagnosis of PD. In 2003, Braak and colleagues hypothesized that disease concerned pathology develops in a logical sequence. The Primary stage consists of levels-I & II,where lesions occur in the anterior olfactory nucleus, the dorsal motor nucleus of the IX/X nerves, the raphe nuclei and the reticular formation. In later stages three and four, the pathology is restricted to the brainstem and anteromedial temporal mesocortex. The chief characteristic of this stage is that the substantia nigra gets affected. Stage five and six is consists of the acute involvement of the brain including most of the neocortical areas (98) .
Clinical manifestations
The four cardinal signs of Parkinson's disease are tremor, rigidity, bradykinesia and postural instability (15) . Postural instability may be the most debilitating feature (16) and leads to further disability. Mostly it can be defined as the disability to maintain the body's centre of gravity over the base of support during standing and also during movement (17) and is essential for any locomotor activity. Further, patients lack the coordination of biomechanical, sensory, motor and the central nervous systems (Fig. 1) .
Motor neuron and dopamine controls
The motor disability symptoms of Parkinson's disease result from the loss of dopamine -secreting (dopaminergic) pigmented cells, in the pars compacta region of the substantia nigra (literally "black substance"). The substantia nigra is a very small area located deep within the brain and in PD patients these dopaminergic neural cells of substantia nigra degenerates and dies, only few live neurons in this region are observed in PD brain tissues than in the normal brain tissue. The loss of dopaminergic neurons leads to the loss of dopamine and dopamine is the major neurotransmitter which relays neuronal signals from the brain to other motor centers. The lack of dopamine in PD patients disturbs the movement control of the patients (motor symptoms) and mood, behavior, thinking and sensation of the patients (non -motor symptoms).
Motor Symptoms

Tremor
Tremor is one of the common symptoms and moreover first symptom of Parkinson's disease which is observed in >70% of the PD patients. Typically the tremor in PD patients starts at one limb and may spread to another on the same side of the body before proceeding to the other side. The progression of tremor is gradual which could affect the arms, legs, feet, lips and head. These tremors, or shakes most likely occur in the resting condition and this symptom could disappear when the patient is actually moving. For many PD patients tremor is one of the most distressing symptoms due to its psychological impact when exposed to the society and also this symptom can become worse if a patient is anxious or excited.
Tremors in PD patients are unilateral which normally occurs at a frequency between 4 and 6 Hz, and most of the time they are prominent in the distal part of the extremity. Some PD patients have a history of postural tremor for many years before the onset of parkinsonian tremor or other PD related features and this postural tremor is symptomatically identical to essential tremor (18) (Fig. 2) .
Stiffness (rigidity)
Rigidity, or resistance to movement affects most of the Parkinson's disease patients. The principle behind the body movement is coordinated by two muscles where one will be an opposing muscle. Hence the movement is achieved by one muscle that becomes active and the opposing muscle relaxes. In Parkinson's disease, the rigidity originates due to the disturbed response to signals from the brain, which leads to the disturbance of the balance of opposing muscle during the muscular coordination. The relaxation of the muscle during a movement is disturbed, which makes the muscles to remain constantly tensed and contracted and hence the patient arches or feels stiff or weak. The rigidity turns out to be a noticeable one when another person tries to move the patient's arm, which will display a ratchet -like or short, jerky movement known as "cogwheel" rigidity.
Reinforcing maneuvers (e.g. Voluntary movements of the contralateral limb), known as the froments maneuver (19) usually increases rigidity and are particularly useful in detecting mild cases of rigidity. Rigidity may be associated with pain, and painful shoulder, although it is commonly misdiagnosed as arthritis, bursitis or rotator cuff injury (20) .
Slowness of the movement (bradykinesia)
Due to the lack of Dopamine, the signals from the brain to the muscles slowdown, that leads to Bradykinesia (slowness of the movement) Bradykinesia slows down day to day activities of the patient, such as walking, bathing or dressing etc, and this is very disabling as it interferes routine life style. The patient may begin to shuffle (called festination) and their walking steps become shorter and shorter and more likely they will have problems like starting and stopping and turning while walking and some patients may feel to be falling forward. All these walking complications are known as "Parkinson's gait." Bradykinesia is considered to be a hallmark of basal ganglia disorders, and it includes difficulties with planning, initiating and executing movement and with performing sequential and simultaneous tasks (21) .
Loss of balance (postural instability)
The posture and balance maintaining ability would be disturbed, which could lead to instability while walking, turning, standing or when performing actions such as rising from a chair or bending over. These unsteady movements lead to a fall, which is a major cause of injury in PD patients. Several other parkinsonian symptoms such as orthostatic hypotension, age related sensory changes and the ability to integrate visual, vestibular and proprioceptive sensory input (kinesthesia) (22, 23) .
Speech and facial expression
PD patients have reduced facial expression that can lead to communication difficulties, disinterest, or as a lack of understanding, vocal change including speedy or rough speech.
Fatigue
Fatigue resulting from physical or mental tiredness is very common. Fatigue can be caused by one or more factors, including drug treatment, disturbed sleep or depression. Alternatively, fatigue may be caused directly by the chemical changes that occur in the brain of PD patients. If it is found to be associated with depression, the depression should be treated; if it is caused by sleeping problems, then that should be assessed and treated.
Non-motor symptoms
Mood/Depression
Mood change or depression is a natural feedback, commonly diagnosed due to lower level of signals in the PD brain that control the mood. Signs of depression include: a negative view of oneself, the environment and the future, loss of motivation, energy and interests (including social and sexual), poor sleep and memory, and a decreased hunger. Depression is one of the most common non-motor symptoms of PD, affecting over 40 percent of the patients (24) . Depression is difficult to be characteristically identified in the clinical practice as it overlaps with many other signs and symptoms of PD. The depression in the PD patients, may cause major interference with the quality of life, but often might involve less severe symptoms with more understated features for which the clinician should be prepared.
Pain
Most of the patients develop muscle and joints pain. Mostly pain seems to increase with duration of disease, severity, depression or dopaminergic therapy. PD is directly related to pain (e.g. dystonia when 'off') or pain can also be unrelated to PD (e.g. osteoarthritis or neuropathic pain) (25) .
Sleep problems
Sleep problems being a preclinical marker in PD (26) includes difficulty staying asleep at night, restless sleep, nightmares, emotional dreams and drowsiness or sudden sleep onset during the day. Rapid eye movement (REM) sleep behavior disorder is characterized by loss of muscle atonia allowing patients to physically act out their dreams. Injury to the patient or bed partner is not unknown.
Difficulty with swallowing and chewing
Muscles used in swallowing may work less efficiently and food and saliva may collect in the mouth and the back of the throat, which can result in choking or drooling. These chewing and swallowing difficulties may lead to malnutrition to the patient.
Skin problems
In PD, improper functioning of autonomic nervous system, causes oily skin specifically on the T region surrounding forehead, and nose and also causes dandruff as well.
Urinary problems or constipation
Due to the improper functioning of the nervous system, bladder and bowel problems can occur in some patients and also experience problems with urinating and others might become incontinent. As the intestinal tract operates more slowly, poor diet or less fluid intake are the major factors for constipation. Sometimes medications are also used to treat PD and contribute to constipation. If the problem is serious and persistent, then the patients require hospitalization in rare cases. Constipating patients are encouraged to consume more fluid and fiber intake for stool softness, macrogel 3350 and electrolytes for consumption (27) .
Dementia or other cognitive problems
Dementia is the largest predictor of quality of life in PD with a six fold increased risk that leads to PD (28) .
Diagnosis
Diagnosis of PD is the main challenge for the scientists and the clinicians. The disease is sometime underdiagnosed (29) while misdiagnosis occurs owing to drugs, Wilson's disease and other neurological disorders. Due to misdiagnosis, approximately 10-20% of people suffer from PD. The data for the diagnosis of PD is usually made with the help of the patient's history and physical examination of the patient. Early onset of Parkinson's disease in patients may include slowness in walking, tremor, imbalance even when the neurological examination is normal (30) . The infrequent occurrence of tremor at rest is 4-6 Hz. but it is also absent in up to one quarter of cases (31) . Initially 90% of patients have a response to levodopa drug, whereas the remaining 10%, serve to be the main lead to opt for alternative diagnosis. To date, there are no biological markers available to confirm the diagnosis of the PD. The presymptomatic patients are undergoing irrelevant treatment because of inaccurate diagnosis of PD. To overcome this problem, it is of prime importance to find biomarkers, imaging techniques and laboratory based clinical assays. Routine imaging studies of brain, PET, single photon emission tomography (SPECT) and functional imaging techniques are helpful in differentiating Parkinsonism with 95% accuracy (32) .
One of the potent feature of the diagnosis is dementia and its presence shows that survival rate lessens in PD patient. Based on the large population based survey in Norway population, 28% of the patients encountered dementia (33) . These results have high sensitivity, but care should be taken while distinguishing the idiopathic PD. In another study, 65% of the surviving cohorts experienced dementia. The diagnosis was also strengthened by the assessment of The Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale assessment which in turn strengthened the PD diagnosis. The physical and mental symptoms are the major criteria for diagnosis, which have an influence on the quality of life (QoL) of patients with PD (34) . One of the physical symptoms of PD is also called "Parkinson's mask'' (35).
Differential diagnosis
There are several factors that positively differentiate PD from other diseases and that includes response to levodopa. Contemporary science has stated many neuroimaging techniques for differentiating PD. A new positron emission tomography imaging study resulted in downstream changes which was indicative of a possible mechanism for the lack of response against PD as the study conducted was also used in relative preservation of dopamine receptors in PSP (37). Potential imaging studies include high field strength (1.5 T) heavily T2 weighted MRI, [18F]-fluorodopa positron emission tomography, (38) [11C] raclopride imaging of dopamine D2 receptors (39) and single photon emission computed tomography of striatal dopamine reuptake sites (40) . When compared to nuclear imaging, MRI is the best structural imaging technique which provides no ionizing radiation. Most of the standard MRI techniques had failed to identify disease specific abnormalities in early stage of PD. Recently, brain parenchyma sonography which is a heavily tapped testing resource for diagnostic evaluation of PD (41), showed abnormal hyperechogenicity not only in PD but in essential tremor as well (42) . Levodopa has been an important drug to improve the effects of PD as there has been a recent finding where a study revealed that 77% of patients responded well to levodopa initially (43) . The researchers reported that it is also to be noted that clinicians have claimed that levodopa hinders prognosis as it not definitive of PD alone (44) . Subcutaneous injection of apomorphine has been used to differentiate between PD and other parkinsonian disorders; however, this test is not superior to levodopa therapy and meagerly contributes to PD diagnosis (45) .
Treatment
Pharmacotherapy
The standard treatment approach is oral based pharmacotherapy and recently they focussed on the surgical alteration of the brain region associated with PD. Surgical treatments are proceeds only on selected patients with approximately 8-10% of success (66) . Generally, pharmacotherapies are related to monoamine neurotransmitter imbalances. There are several drugs available to treat motor impairments in PD like, carbidopa/levodopa and pramipexole and ropinirole (67, 68) . These drugs are able to modify the imbalances in dopamine producing neurons in PD patients. Pharmacotherapies are very effective within short course time , along with side effect like levodopa induced dyskinesias (LIDs) (69) and additionally optimized dosage of individual patient might lead to increasing motor fluctuations resulting in "wearing off" periods (70) . Upper and lower limbs will respond to the dopomeric treatment where there is limited response from axial symptoms. There are significant responses to levodopa for axial and appendicular rigidity in PD patients. Besides levodopa executes significant effect on appendicular system (knees, arms, wrists) and on the other hand exerted insignificant effect on rigidity in the axial system (trunk, torso) (72, 73) .
During the early stage of disease progression, appendicular symptoms and non-dopaminergic axial symptoms occur. In extended stages non-dopaminergic systems (frontal cortex and cerebellum) are further affected (74) (75) (76) . For better understanding novel interventions and replacement of oral medication for betterment of quality of life are needed. One of the studies reported 21 PD participants who underwent STN-DBS surgery, established that there were major improvements in the energy levels, and possible relief for a yearpost-operation, mainly due to the lesser dose of medication with neurostimulation (77) .
Drugs and the treatments
Currently, no permanent treatment against PD is available. Only medication and surgery will provide relief from the PD symptoms. Thirty years ago, approximately about 50,000 people were diagnosed with PD per year. The only drug that was available at that time was Levodopa -a chemical compound that the body can convert into dopamine. This helped many of the PD patients to survive, but the long term use of this drug resulted in the uncontrolled movements. Brain surgery of the destroyed regions also is an alternate mode of available treatment other than the drug therapy. Recently several new drugs have been introduced other than the Levodopa as a treatment outcome for PD patients. PD medications fall under three distinct categories that help in controlling the disease and ease the effects of PD. Drugs that work directly or indirectly to increase the level of dopamine in the brain that include dopamine precursors like levodopa make up the first genre of PD drugs. It crosses the blood brain barrier and triggers dopamine secretion. The second type of PD drugs affects other neurotransmitters in the body in order to control the disease. Drugs like anticholinergic agents are an excellent example that interferes with the production or uptake of the neurotransmitter acetylcholine. These drugs help to reduce tremors and muscle stiffness, which can result from having more acetylcholine than dopamine in the system. The third type of drugs prescribed for PD includes medications that help control the non-motor symptomatic effects of the disease. Other drugs mimic dopamine or prevent or slow its breakdown (Fig. 3) .
Drugs that increase brain levels of the dopamine
Levodopa
Levodopa (L-3, 4-dihydroxyphenylalanine) is derived from both plants and animals. Though it is a very effective drug against early stage symptoms of PD, but cannot be considered to be a cure for PD. Patient are prescribed levodopa along with carbidopa. This combination therapy slows down the transformation of levodopa into dopamine until it reaches the brain and also inhibits levodopa from exerting related side effects. Carbidopa also reduces the amount of levodopa dosage. This combination may arrest the nausea and vomiting in patients. Long term usage with highest dose of levodopa may cause involuntary movements. Surgical procedure is the only option for severe dyskinesias. Anticholinergic agents were the most widely used drug for treatment of PD, before discovery of levodopa. This agent is very effective against tremor. Their symptomatic effect, however, is limited and sideeffects such as blurred vision, urinary retention, constipation and impaired cognitive function limit their utility (78, 79) . To prevent its peripheral conversion to dopamine, usually it was administered in combination with peripheral dopa decarboxylase inhibitors (carbidopa or benserazide) (80, 81) . But the in-vitro and invivo experimental study results are not clearly reported about levodopa toxicity (82) .
Drugs that mimic dopamine
Dopamine agonists
Dopamine agonists (DA), displays an anti-parkinson effect, which can act also in combination with levodopa in early stages of the disease. When compared to levodopa, these drugs are very less effective in controlling rigidity and bradykinesia. Drowsiness, sudden sleep onset, hallucinations, confusions, dyskinesias, edema, nightmares, and vomiting are side effects associated with the use of levodopa. Two main classes of dopamine receptor agonists are ergot derivatives and the non-ergot derivatives. DAs are treated as monotherapy in PD and they can successfully delay the need for levodopa. It is a replacement or adjunct treatment to control their PD symptom. Due to the risk of pleuropulmonary/retroperitoneal fibrosis and of fibrotic heart-valve reactions, ergot derivatives are limitedly used (83) .
Drugs that inhibit dopamine breakdown
MAO-B inhibitors
MAO-B inhibitors can inhibit the activity of monoamine oxidase B, or MOA-B. Usually MOA-B inhibitors reduce the symptoms of PD through accumulation of dopamine on the a live nerve cells. Selegiline or deprenyl is one of the inhibitor of MOA-B, and is very active against PD along with levodopa and also reduce the side effects. It was harmful when combined with the antidepressant fluoxetine or the sedative meperidine. Tolcapone also reduce requirement of levodopa to patients but it will induce severe hepatotoxicity (83) . Amantadine an antiviral agent, which is thought to block N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) glutamate receptors reduces the levodopa-induced dyskinesias (84) .
COMT inhibitors
Catechol-o-methyltransferase helps to break down the dopamine. There are two types of COMT inhibitors being entacapone and tolcapone. COMT inhibitors are used to reduce the person's dose of levodopa. These types of inhibitors may cause other side effects including nausea, sleep disturbances, dizziness, urine discoloration, abdominal pain, low blood pressure, or hallucinations (Fig. 4) .
Drugs with an unknown mechanism of action
Amantadine
Usually early stage of PD, an antiviral drug amantadine is used to reduce symptoms of PD and levodopa-induced dyskinesia. This drug can be used alone or in combination with anticholinergic drug or levodopa, Side effects such as insomnia, mottled skin, edema, agitation, or hallucinations are possible side effects of Amantadine.
Drugs that decrease the action of acetylcholine
Anticholinergics
Trihexyphenidyl, benztropine and ethopropazine are used to reduce the action of acetylcholine and tremors, muscle rigidity dry mouth, constipation, urinary retention, hallucinations, memory loss, blurred vision, and confusion are side effects of these drugs.
Drugs for non-motor symptoms
Depression and anxiety are the frequent non motor symptoms of PD. This symptom is treated with amitriptyline or fluoxetine and benzodiazepines for respective treatment. Some PD drugs are causing side effects like hallucinations, delusions, and other psychotic symptoms. Alleviating psychosis may help to reduce or stop the PD medication. If not effective treatments like atypical antipsychotics, for which clozapine and quetiapine are recommended. 
Diet
Several studies have investigated, that nutrition displays a predominant role in PD. Despite of that inclusion or exclusion of food classes is necessary to improve the neurodegeneration because some of the food classes promote or exacerbate neuroprotection in PD (85, 86) . Promisingly, Cruciferous vegetables with high content antioxidants activity might improve the neuroprotection. This food groups include cauliflower, cabbage, and broccoli. Presence of dopaminergic neurotoxins, including pesticides and polychlorinated biphenyls in any food products are high risk to PD patients (87, 88) . A recent study addressed that amount of beer consumption is a relatively lower risk to PD, whereas liquor consumption increases highly the risk of PD (89) . Epidemiological studies found that high intake of caffeine is associated with a reduced risk of PD and tea is associated with increased risk of PD. Dairy product intake also enhances the risk of PD (90) .
Recent therapy
Gene therapy
Gene therapy is one of treatment options where human gene therapy is implemented in somatic cells. 
Stem cell therapy
Dopamine modulates transmission of signals in the highly specialized areas of the brain, like the basal ganglia, concerned with the body and limb movements, which leads to tremors, rigidity, freezing and slurring of speech.
Recent advances in stem cell research involves administration of genetically modified stem cells which are able to produce dopamine and also can convert dopamine producing cells to treat PD patients. Furthermore, in stem cell research, the mesenchymal cells are infused into the part of the brain, where these cells are multiplied into healthy cells in substantia nigra, resuming normal production of dopamine that helps in retrieving much of the normal functions.
Biotechnology drugs
Initially atremorine showed the potent neuroprotective activity at the hippocampal level during deprivation of oxygen and glucose deprivation in human neuroblastoma SH-SY5Y cells. A recent concern has been initiated by E-PodoFavalin-15999 (Atremorine®), a novel compound, obtained through a nondenaturing biotechnological non-GMO manipulation of Vicia faba L. moieties. When tested in experimental animals, this compound exerted a significant protection against 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP) induced dopaminergic neurodegeneration while also inhibiting MPTP-induced microglia activation and neurotoxicity in substantia nigra. The above effect showed notable changes in motor functions of mice (91, 92) . In a most recent clinical trial, a single dose of atremorine administered to patients exhibited the tolerable increased level of DA to be up to 4556.61±678.95 pg/mL (p<0.001) after an hour wards, irrespective of the gender. Interestingly, all naïve patients showed a dopamine level increase from 0.29 to 2041.24±249.12 pg/mL (p<0.001) but also 98% of those under chronic treatment showed an increase of 2139.2 ±804.72 to 9168.11±1657.27 pg/ mL (p<0.001). Plasma DA response to Atremorine was in part associated with the APOE genotype where APOE-carriers showed a stronger response than APOE-3>APOE-4 carriers (93).
Ultrasound treatment
Nowadays, neurodegenerative diseases exist as an increasing challenge for people related to ageing. The pharmacological interventions are routinely followed for neurological diseases, unlike for cancers where they carry out non-pharmaceutical procedures. The use of ultrasound treatment for this Parkinson disease proved to be useful for instigating focused lesions, regulating neuronal function, eliminating protein aggregates, etc. (94) .
Active immunization therapy
Vaccination is being scrutinized to be the prospective or possible treatment for Parkinson disease. This vaccination found to be a better option for these neurological diseases because of the unusual administration, less production costs for the huge amount of people, etc. In preclinical animal models of previous decade, there was progress in the active immunization against alpha-synuclein (95).
Rehabilitation
Other than pharmacological and surgery treatments, rehabilitation act as an adjuvant for less complications and maximize functional ability in Parkinson disease. When compared to physiotherapy, virtual reality technology leads to much improvement. It is a new rehabilitation tool where it revives the movement by computer based in a virtual reality environment. (97) A recent meta-analysis report identified that rehabilitation could instigate short-lasting, but significant benefits for gait and balance. But rehabilitation program should be organized as goal-based, where number of variables has to be identified and program should be made according to the individual's characteristics (96) (Fig. 5) .
Conclusion
This review highlights that there is a paucity of information about PD worldwide. There are very few research groups working on neurodegenerative type of disorders. Diagnosis is of paramount importance for clinical manifestation and treatment strategies for PD. Medication and routine exercise, is primary to treatment strategies for this neurodegenerative disease. The social and psychological issues in PD affected patients should also be considered and might vary in individual patients. Therapies, such as deep brain stimulation and surgical lesioning ought to be explored. Further research should be encouraged for the better understanding of the disease involving its characteristics and etiology. Future scientific research involving Parkinson's disease might enlighten our knowledge of disease onset and progression and can deliver some added aspects/components to help find more effective therapies to improve quality of life of patients with PD. 
